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Let C be a conjugacy class in the alternating group An , and let supp(C) be the
number of nonfixed digits under the action of a permutation in C. For every
1>$>0 and n5 there exists a constant c=c($)>0 such that if supp(C)$n
then the undirected Cayley graph X(An , C) is a c expander. A family of such Cayley
graphs with supp(C )=o(- n) is not a family of c-expanders. For every $>0, if
supp(C)- 3n then sets of vertices of order at most ( 12&$)(n&(nsupp(C)))! in
X(An , C) expand. The proof of the last result combines spectral and representation
theory techniques with direct combinatorial arguments.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A finite graph X=(V, E) is called a c-expander if for every set of vertices
A with |A||V |2, |N(A)|(1+c)|A|, where N(A)=[v # V | v # A or
_u # A, (u, v) # E] is the neighborhood of the set A. The expansion constant
c(X ) of a graph X is the maximal c such that X is a c-expander. An infinite
family of graphs [Xn]n # N is a family of c-expanders if inf[c(Xn)]c.
The (undirected) Cayley graph X(G, S) of a group G with respect to the
set S of elements in the group is a graph whose set of vertices is G, and
whose set of edges is the set of all pairs [(g, sg) | g # G, s # S].
If S is closed under conjugation we call the graph a normal Cayley graph.
Normal Cayley graphs appear in the study of homeomorphisms of graphs
[Pe], random walks [D], and expansion properties of groups [Lu2].
The problem of finding and understanding the connections between the
algebraic properties of groups and the expansion of their Cayley graphs is
of great theoretical importance (cf. [Lu1] and [LW]). Lubotzky presents
the following problem [Lu1, 10.3.410.3.5]: Can the symmetric groups
(or families of groups of Lie type over a fixed finite field) be made a family
of Cayley graphs which are c-expanders? See also [BHKLS]. The case of
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bounded sets of generators is open. For sets of unbounded ‘‘small’’ order,
the situation is not much better [Lu2]. In this paper we study sets of gen-
erators which are closed under conjugation.
The symmetric group Sn may be considered as the general linear group
over ‘‘the field’’ of order 1 [J2]. In our context, however, it seems that the
simple groups of Lie type behave quite differently from the family of the
symmetric groups. For Sn and An we show that they form expanders with
respect to some conjugacy classes and they do not form expanders with
respect to others. In spite of this, normal Cayley graphs of finite groups
of Lie type are expanders with respect to all conjugacy classes [Lu2,
Theorem 3.10]. This follows from Gluck’s upper bounds on the normalized
characters of finite groups of Lie type [Gl1, Gl2]. For a survey on expan-
sion properties of normal Cayley graphs of other finite groups see [Lu2].
The following connection between the expansion constant of a graph and
the spectra of its adjacency matrix is well known (see [A, AM, and Ta]).
Let d=+0(X )+1(X ) } } } +n&1(X) be the eigenvalues of the
adjacency matrix of a d regular graph X. Let +i* denotes the normalized
eigenvalue +i (X )d. Then
2(1&+1*)
2(1&+1*)+1
c(X )2d - (1&+1*). (1.1)
It follows that a family of bounded degree regular graphs is a family of
c expanders if and only if +1* of these graphs is bounded away from 1.
In spite of that, for families with unbounded degree this is not the case.
+1* bounded away from 1 implies expansion (for applications cf. [AR]),
but the converse does not necessarily hold.
Let Tn be the set of all transpositions in the symmetric group Sn , and let
X(Sn , Tn) be the Cayley graph of Sn with respect to Tn . For the study of
spectral properties of Cayley graphs of Sn generated by transpositions see
[Fr]. A natural problem is whether there exists c>0 such that the family
[X(Sn , Tn)]n # N is a family of c-expanders. Diaconis and Shahshahani
[DS] proved that +1*(X(Sn , Tn))=(n&3)(n&1). The degree of X(Sn , Tn)
is ( n2). The second eigenvalue criterion (1.1) is not effective in this case.
Let ? and _ be permutations in the symmetric group Sn , with the inter-
pretation that ?(i) is the digit assigned by ? to item i. The Hamming distance
on the symmetric group is defined as dH(?, _)=[i | ?(i){_(i )]. Let Hr(n) be
the ball [? # Sn | dH(?, id )r(n)] where id is the identity permutation.
The following is an immediate corollary of Proposition 2.2 in the paper.
Corollary 1. If r(n)=o(- n) then there is no c>0 such that the
family of Cayley graphs [X(Sn , Hr(n))]n # N is a family of c-expanders.
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In particular, there is no c>0 such that [X(Sn , Tn)]n # N is a family of
c-expanders.
Maurey and Schechtman proved that for r(n)>8 - (ln 4)n the family of
the graphs X(Sn , Hr(n)) has certain expansion properties. For definitions
and more details see [Ma; S; and MS, Chap. 7.5]. The proof of Corol-
lary 2.3 shows that for r(n)=o(- n) there is no expansion property in
terms of Maurey and Schechtman.
Let C be a conjugacy class in Sn . It is well known that C consists of all
permutations with the same cycle type. The order of the support of C,
supp(C ), is the number of nonfixed digits under the action of a permuta-
tion in C. We call C an even (odd) conjugacy class if the permutations in
C are even (odd). Let (C) be the subgroup of Sn generated by C.
Obviously, for n5, (C) =Sn if C is odd, and (C) =An if C is even.
Let Cn /Sn be a sequence of conjugacy classes, and let
[X((Cn) , Cn)]n=5 be the family of the resulting Cayley graphs. It follows
from Corollary 1 that if supp(Cn)=o(- n) then there is no c>0 such that
the above family is a family of c-expanders. For supp(Cn)=0(n) there
exists c>0 such that all Cayley graphs in the family are c-expanders
(Proposition 4.3).
There are two standard methods to prove expansion of families of
Cayley graphs. The first is bounding the normalized second eigenvalue, and
the second is bounding the diameter. The last assertion can be proved
either by bounding the second largest eigenvalue or by bounding the
diameter. Unfortunately, both methods fail in the case of supp(Cn)=o(n)
(Proposition 4.5). We believe that for supp(Cn)=0(- n), [X((Cn) , Cn)]n=5
is a family of expanders. We are able to prove a weak expansion property
of such families. We prove that ‘‘small’’ subsets of vertices in such graphs
expand.
Theorem 2. Let $>0. For every n5 and every conjugacy class C in An
with supp(C)- 3n the following holds. There exists c=c($)>0 such that
for every subset of vertices A in the Cayley graph X(An , C ) of order at most
((1&$)2)(n&(nsupp(C )))!,
|N(A)|(1+c)|A|.
The proof of Theorem 2 combines both methods of proving expansion
mentioned above. We conclude this section with a brief sketch of this proof.
It follows from Schur’s lemma that the normalized eigenvalues of the
adjacency matrix of a normal graph are the normalized irreducible charac-
ters (see e.g. [DS]). The upper bound on the characters of the alternating
groups proved in [R1] implies that the normalized eigenvalues are bounded
away from 1 for almost all irreducible representations (Proposition 5.2).
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Let vA be the characteristic vector in the group algebra C[An] of a subset
of vertices A/An . If the (normalized) norm of the projection of vA on the
direct sum of the representations with small eigenvalues is bigger than a
fixed =>0 we are done by a version of the second eigenvalue criterion.
Otherwise, the projection of vA on the rest of the representations is close
to a 01 vector in a permutation representation constructed by these
representations. The action of the conjugacy class on this permutation
representation can be realized as a graph with a bounded diameter. A version
of the diameter criterion completes the proof.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we consider
sets of generators which are small balls with respect to certain metrics.
Section 3 contains the representation theory background needed in
Sections 46. In Section 4 we consider conjugacy classes with large support.
Section 5 contains the proof of the main theorem and presents a new
method of proving expansion. In Section 6 we give an analogue of the main
theorem for the symmetric groups.
2. CAYLEY GRAPHS OF Sn WITH RESPECT TO SMALL BALLS
Let ? and _ be permutations in the symmetric group Sn , with the inter-
pretation that ?(i) is the digit assigned by ? to item i. Let l(?, _) be the
length of the longest increasing subsequence in ?_&1.
The Ulam distance is dL(?, _)=n&l(?, _).
For more details and references, see [K, Chap. 5.1] and [D, Chap. 6B].
Lemma 2.1. Let id be the identity permutation. Then for every permuta-
tion _ # Sn
_=?1?2 } } } ?t ,
where t=dL(_, id ), and for each 1kt, there exist 1i< j n such that
?k=(i, i+1, i+2, ..., j ).
For a proof see [D, Chap. 6B, Lemma 2].
Proposition 2.2. Set Lr(n)=[_ # Sn | dL(_, id )r(n)] and let r(n)=
o(- n). There is no c>0 such that the family [X(Sn , Lr(n))]n # N is a family
of c-expanders.
Proof. Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G, and let S be a subset
of G. The Schreier graph X(GH, S) is a graph whose set of vertices is all
left cosets of H in G, and whose set of edges is the set of all pairs
[(gH, sgH) | g # G, s # S].
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The vertices of the Schreier graph X(GH, S) correspond to disjoint sub-
sets of equal size in the Cayley graph X(G, S), which are the cosets of H.
Let A be a subset of vertices in the Schreier graph X(GH, S), and let A
be the corresponding set in the Cayley graph X(G, S). If (g1H, g2 H) is an
edge in the Schreier graph, then each vertex in g1 H has a neighbor in g2 H
in the Cayley graph X(G, S). It follows that if |N(A)|>(1+c)|A| in
X(GH, S) then |N(A)|>(1+c)|A| in X(G, S). We conclude that in order
to prove our proposition it suffices to prove that there is no c>0 such that
the family of the Schreier graphs [X(Sn(Sw n2 x_SW n2X), Lr(n))]n # N is
a family of c-expanders, where wxx denotes the integer part of a real
number x, and WxX=&w&xx.
It should be noted that the graph X(Sn (Swn2 x _SW n2 X), Lr(n)) is
isomorphic to the graph whose set of vertices is the set of all subsets of
order wn2x in [n]=[1, 2, ..., n], where two sets are adjacent if one can be
obtained from the other by the natural action of a permutation in Lr(n) on
the digits.
Let A be a subset of [n] written as 0&1 vector, and let g(A) be the
number of runs (i.e. maximal consequent subsequences) of ones in this
vector.
Let ?=(i, i+1, i+2, ..., j ) be a cycle of consequent digits in Sn . It is easy
to verify that g(A)&1g(?A)g(A)+1. Combining this fact with
Lemma 2.1 we obtain the following.
For each A[n] and _ # Lr(n)
g(A)&r(n)g(_A)g(A)+r(n). (1)
Set Di=[A # V | g(A)=i]. Recall that N(A)=[v # V | v # A or _u # A,
(u, v) # E].
According to (1) for every j, N( ji=0 Di )"
j
i=0 Di
j+r(n)
i=j+1 Di .
Hence, for every j, |N( ji=0 Di )" ji=0 Di |r(n) } max i |Di |.
On the other hand there exists j such that 12 (
n
wn2x)&maxi |Di |
| ji=0 Di |
1
2 (
n
wn2x).
So, it suffices to show that for each i, |Di |O(1- n)( nn2). But this is an
elementary combinatorial fact ( |Di | equals to the number of ways to put
wn2x&i ones into i boxes, and Wn2X&i+1 zeroes into i+1 boxes
afterwards). K
Recall that the Hamming distance on the symmetric group is defined as
dH(?, _)=[i | ?(i){_(i )]. Let Hr(n) be the ball [? # Sn | dH(?, id )r(n)]
where id is the identity permutation. Obviously, for every permutation _,
dL(_, id )dH(_, id ). Hence, Hr(n) Lr(n) . We obtain
Corollary 2.3. If r(n)=o(- n) then there is no c>0 such that the
family of the Cayley graphs X(Sn , Hr(n)) is a family of c-expanders.
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Remark. The results of this section hold for Cayley graphs of the alter-
nating groups with respect to balls in An of the above radius with respect
to the same metrics. In particular, a family of Cayley graphs of An with
respect to conjugacy classes with supp(Cn)- n tending to zero when
n   is not a family of c-expanders.
3. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we present the upper bounds on characters of the sym-
metric groups proved in [R1] and a general representation theory back-
ground needed in the paper. For proofs and more details see [Se] and
[JK].
3.1. Representation Theory of Finite Groups
Let G be a group. A representation \ of G is a homeomorphism from G
into the group of invertible linear maps over a finite dimensional complex
vector space V. The dimension of V is called the degree of \ and is denoted
by d\ . A representation \ is irreducible if and only if \ has no proper sub-
space invariant under all \(g), g # G.
Examples. The 1 dimensional representation \(g)=1 for every g # G is
called the trivial representation. The group algebra C[G] with the action of
G defined by (left) multiplication is called the regular representation.
The regular representation of a finite group G is isomorphic to the direct
sum of all irreducible representations of G (up to equivalence) with multi-
plicities d\ .
The character of a representation \ at a group element g, /\(g), is the
trace of the matrix \(g). /\ is constant on conjugacy classes, so we can
define /\(C) to be /\(g) for some g # C.
The normalized character of \ at a conjugacy class C is the character
/\(C) divided by the degree d\ . Denote the normalized character /\(C)d\
by r\(C). For any finite group G the absolute value of the normalized
character is not more than 1.
3.2. Representation Theory of the Symmetric Groups
Let n be a positive integer. The partitions of n are designated by
*=(*1 , *2 , ..., *k) where *k } } } *1 are positive integers with
n=*1+ } } } +*k . We call n=|*| the order of *. The Young diagram of *,
denoted by [*], is the set of cells [(i, j ) | i, j # Z, 0<ik, 0< j *i]. The
conjugate diagram [*$] of the diagram [*] is obtained by interchanging the
rows and columns in [*]. *$=(*$1 , *$2 , ..., *$s) is the partition of n conjugate
to *.
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We shall draw diagrams as in the following example:
XXXX XXXX
*=(4, 3, 1, 1) [*]=XXX [*$]=XX
X XX
X X
Let * and + be two partitions of n. We say that + dominates *, and write
++ *, provided that for all j,  ji=1 *i
j
i=1 +i .
Let Sn be the symmetric group on n letters. To describe the permutation
representations M* of Sn we give some more definitions. A *-tableau is
obtained by replacing each cell in [*] by one of the integers 1, 2, ..., n,
allowing no repeats.
Two tableaux are called equivalent if one is obtained from the other by
permuting elements in the rows. The set of tableaux equivalent to a given
tableau t is called a *-tabloid and is designated by [t].
For any ? # Sn , let ?t be the tableau obtained from t by replacing each
entry i by ?(i). Let ?[t]=[?t]. This definition is independent of the repre-
sentative t. Let M* be the vector space over C spanned by the *-tabloids.
Extend the action of Sn to M* by linearity. M* is a permutation represen-
tation of Sn .
Every partition * has an associated irreducible representation S*. This
set of representations describes the complete list of irreducible represen-
tations of Sn .
Theorem 3.1. The set [S* | * a partition of n] forms the complete list of
irreducible representations of Sn over C.
The following rule describes the decomposition of M* to irreducible
representations.
Theorem 3.2 (a partial version of Young’s rule). S + is a composition
factor of M* if and only if ++ *.
From now on, we use the following notations: /*the character of S * ;
r*the normalized character of S *.
Let C be a conjugacy class in Sn . It is well known that C consists of all
permutations with the same cycle type. The order of the support of a con-
jugacy class C in Sn is the number of non-fixed digits under the action of
a permutation in C. The following upper bound on the normalized charac-
ters is proved in [R1].
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Theorem 3.3 [R1, Theorem 4.3]. There exist constants b>0 and
1>q>0, such that for n5, for every conjugacy class C in the symmetric
group Sn , and for every irreducible representation S*
|r*(C)|\max {*1n ,
*$1
n
, q=+
b } supp(C)
where supp(C ) is the order of the support of C, *1 is the size of the largest
part of *, and *$1the number of parts in *.
The following theorems describe the irreducible representations and
characters of An .
Theorem 3.4 [JK, Theorem 2.5.7]. If a partition * is not self-conjugate
then the reductions of S*, S*$ to An are equivalent irreducible representations.
If * is self-conjugate then the reduction of S* is decomposed into two
unequivalent irreducible representations, S*+ and S*&.
Theorem 3.5 [JK, Theorem 2.5.7]. Let * be a self-conjugate partition
of n. Let C be a conjugate partition of n. Let C be a conjugacy class in An .
If the cycle type of C is not of distinct odd lengths then
r*+ (C )=r*& (C )=r*(C )
where r*(C ) is the normalized character of S* at C.
4. CONJUGACY CLASSES WITH LARGE SUPPORT
In this section we show that the Cayley graphs of the symmetric groups
and the alternating groups with respect to conjugacy classes with large sup-
port ($n) are good expanders.
Let d=+0(X )+1(X ) } } } +n&1(X) be the eigenvalues of the
adjacency matrix of a d regular graph X. Recall that +i* denotes the nor-
malized eigenvalue +i (X)d. The next lemma follows from Schur’s lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let C is a conjugacy class in a finite group G, so that
C&1=[ g&1 | g # C]=C. Then
(1) The normalized eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of the undirected
Cayley graph X(G, C ) are
[r\(C) | \ is an irreducible representation of (C)].
(2) +0*=rt(C )=1, where t is the trivial representation.
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For a proof and more details see [DS] and [Lu1, Chap. 8.2].
Combining Theorem 3.3 with Lemma 4.1 we obtain
Corollary 4.2. There exist constants 0<b and 0<N such that for
N<n and every conjugacy class C in Sn with supp(C)$n
+1*e&b$
where +1* is the normalized second largest eigenvalue of X((C) , C ).
Proof. For *  [(n), (1, ..., 1)] and sufficiently large n
r*(C )\max {*1n ,
*$1
n
, q=+
b } supp(C )
\1&1n+
b } supp(C )
\1&1n+
b$n
e&b$.
S (n) is the trivial representation, so r(n)=+0*. r(1, ..., 1)=&1 for odd C. If C
is even (C)=An and S (1, ..., 1) is equivalent to S (n). K
The second eigenvalue criterion (1.1) implies that there exists 0<c, so
that for n>N and every conjugacy class C/Sn , the Cayley graph
X((C) , C ) is a c-expander. We conclude
Proposition 4.3. Let 0<$. There exists c=c($)>0 such that for every
conjugacy class C in Sn with support not less than $n, the Cayley graph
X((C) , C ) is a c-expander.
Proof. It remains to prove that the graphs X((C) , C ) are c-expanders
for nN. By definition the Cayley graphs X((C) , C) are connected
graphs. There is a finite number of such finite graphs with C/Sn and
nN. Hence, their expansion constant is bounded away from zero. K
The last proposition can be proved alternatively combining well known
combinatorial results. The diameters of of the finite groups with respect to
conjugacy classes were studied extensively. See [AH] and the references
therein. Brenner and Dvir [Dv] study the diameters of the groups Sn and
An with respect to conjugacy classes with large support. It follows from
their results that for conjugacy classes with support $n the diameter is
bounded. See [Br, Theorem 3.05] and its proof and [Dv, Theorem 10.2];
(for the case of cycles see [Hu, Proposition 4] and [Be]). On the other
hand, for every Cayley graph X with diameter D(X) the expansion con-
stant c(X ) is not less than 12D. See [Ald] and [Ba]. This completes the
proof.
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Remark. The alternating groups An are simple groups for n5. So, for
n5 and any conjugacy class C in An , (C)=An . The conjugacy classes
of An are the conjugacy classes of Sn with the following exceptional. If the
cycles of C/Sn are of distinct odd lengths then C is decomposed into two
non-symmetric conjugacy classes in An , C1 , and C2 , so that Ci _ C&1i =C
for i=1, 2. Hence, the undirected Cayley graphs X(An , C1) and X(An , C2)
are isomorphic to X((C) , C). We conclude
Proposition 4.4. Let 0<$. There exists c=c($)>0 such that for
n5 and every conjugacy class C in An with support not less than $n, the
undirected Cayley graph X(An , C ) is a c-expander.
Obviously, for conjugacy classes with supp(C)=o(n) the diameter is not
bounded. Unfortunately, the following claim holds.
Proposition 4.5. Let Cn/Sn be a sequence of conjugacy classes with
supp(Cn)=o(n). Then limn   +1*(X((Cn) , Cn))=1.
Proof. Let *=(n&1, 1). The degree of S* equals n&1 and for every
conjugacy class C, /*(C)=n&sup(C )&1. Lemma 4.1 implies
1 lim
n  
+1* lim
n  
n&supp(Cn)&1
n&1
=1. K
So, both diameter and spectral methods fail in case of 0(- n)
supp(Cn)=o(n). However, in the next section we combine these methods
to prove a certain expansion property of such graphs.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We begin with the following well known lemma of [AM]. See also
[Lu1, Theorem 4.3.2]. Let G be a finite group and let A be a subset of G.
Let vA=: # A : be an element in the group algebra C[G]. Set
v*A=vA&vA&=(1- |A| ) } vA .
Let S=S&1 be a set of generators of G. The Laplacian D(S) is an ele-
ment in the group algebra C[G] defined as |S| id&s # S s. The normalized
Laplacian, denoted by D(S)*, is (1|S| ) } D(S).
Lemma 5.1. If there exists 0<$, such that &D(S)* v*A &$ then
|s # S sA"A|
|A|

$2
2
.
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Proof.
$&D(S)* v*A &=" 1|S| \ |S| } id& :s # S s+ v*A"
1
|S|
:
s # S
&(id&s) v*A &
This implies that at least for one s # S
$&(id&s) v*A &.
On the other hand, &(id&s) v*A &2=|sAqA||A|=2 |sA"A||A|. We obtain
$2
2

|sA"A|
|A|

|s # S sA"A|
|A|
. K
It is worth mentioning that the regular representation of the normalized
Laplacian D(S)* is the matrix I&(1S) AS , where AS is the adjacency
matrix of the undirected Cayley graph X(G, S) (cf. [Lu1, Chap. 8]). It
follows from Lemma 4.1 that if S is a conjugacy class then the spectra of
the Laplacian D(S)* is [1&r\(S)], where r\ are all irreducible normalized
characters of G.
The following proposition bounds a large subset of eigenvalues of the
Laplacian associated to our Cayley graphs. In this proposition we consider
S* and M (n&nsup(C), 1, ..., 1) as representations of An .
Proposition 5.2. There exists 0<d such that for n5 and for every
conjugacy class C in An with n&2supp(C )>- 3n the following holds.
max[r*(C) | S * is not a composition factor of M (n&nsupp(C ), 1, ..., 1)]<e&d.
Proof. If *1n&(nsupp(C)) then (n&(nsupp(C)), 1, ..., 1) \*.
Theorems 3.2 implies that in this case S* is a composition factor of
M (n&nsupp(C), 1, ..., 1).
If *$1n&(nsupp(C)) then n&- n3*$1 . On the other hand, for every
partition *, *1n&*$1+1. Hence, *1- n3+1<n&- n3*$1 . So,
*1 {*$1 and * is not self-conjugate. We conclude that S * is equivalent to S *$
as a representation of An (Theorem 3.4). It follows that S * is a composition
factor of M (n&nsupp(C), 1, ..., 1).
We have shown that S* is not a composition factor of M (n&nsupp(C), 1, ..., 1)
as a representations of An if and only if max[*1 , *$1]<n&(nsupp(C)).
If the cycle type of C is of distinct odd cycles then supp(C )n&1.
This contradicts the given condition n&2supp(C). By Theorem 3.5 the
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normalized characters of C in An equal to the corresponding normalized
characters in Sn . Theorem 3.3 implies that there exists d>0 so that
+**\max {*1n ,
*$1
n
, q=+
b } supp(C)
\max {1& 1supp(C) , q=+
b } supp(C)
max[e&b, qb } supp(C)]e&d. K
Now, we are ready for the main Theorem.
Theorem 2. Let $>0. For every n5 and every conjugacy class C in An
with supp(C)- 3n the following holds. There exists c=c($)>0 such that
for every subset of vertices A in the Cayley graph X(An , C ) of order at most
((1&$)2)(n&(nsupp(C ))!
|N(A)|(1+c)|A|.
Proof. Let ! and ‘ be two nsupp(C) ordered tuples of digits from
[1, ..., n]. Let Sn, !, ‘ be the set [_ # An | _!=‘] and let un, !, ‘ # C[An] be
_ # Sn, !, ‘ _.
For example, for n=6 and supp(C)=2 let ! be the triple (2, 3, 5) and
‘ be the triple (6, 2, 1). Then Sn, !, ‘ is the set of even permutations
[362415, 562314, 462513], and un, !, ‘ is just the formal sum of these
permutations 362415+562314+462513.
Let M be the subspace of C[An] spanned by all vectors un, !, ‘ (here n
and supp(C) are fixed; ! and ‘ are not fixed); Let M! be the subspace
spanned by all vectors un, !, ‘ where ! is fixed.
Let ? be a permutation in the symmetric group. There exist a nsupp(C)
tuple & so that ?un, !, ‘=un, !, & . So, M! is a (left) permutation representation
of the symmetric group. Moreover, the map .: M!  M (n&nsupp(C), 1, ..., 1),
defined by .(un, !, ‘)=‘ is an isomorphism. Hence, according to Theorem 3.2
the irreducible representations which appear as composition factors of M!
are exactly the S*-s with *1n&nsupp(C).
M! is a composition factor of M. So, all S*-s with *1n&nsupp(C) are
composition factors of M. But M is both sided invariant under the action
of An . So, M is a homogeneous factor of C[An]. We conclude that M
contains the direct sum of all S *-s with *1n&nsupp(C) which appear in
the regular representation.
Let A be a set of vertices in X(An , C), with |A|((1&$)2)_
(n&(nsupp(C)))!. Set vA=v1v2 , where v1 # M, and v2=M.
Case (A). &v2&2>$ |A|4.
D(C)* denotes the normalized Laplacian of a conjugacy class C. Recall
that by Lemma 4.1 the spectra of the Laplacian D(C)* is the set [1&r\(C)],
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where r\ are all irreducible normalized characters. Moreover, D(C)* acts on
any irreducible representation \, whose normalized character is r\ , as a
scalar matrix (1&r\(C)) I [Lu1, Chap. 8]. It is given that supp(C )- 3n.
For supp(C)n&1 the expansion follows from Proposition 4.3. So, we may
assume that C satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.2.
Let M= be the orthogonal complement of M in C[An]. By Maschke’s
Theorem M and M= are representations. Hence, for any set of elements S,
D(S)* v1 and D(S)* v2 are orthogonal. By this fact and Proposition 5.2 we
obtain for n5
&D(C)* v(A)*&="D(C)* 1- |A| (v1v2)"
"D(C)* 1- |A| v2"(1&e&d ) "
1
- |A|
v2"
>(1&e&d )
$12
2
.
The last inequality follows from the condition of case A.
By Lemma 5.1 this implies that
|N(A)|
|A|
>1+
$
8
(1&e&d )2.
Case (B). &v2&2$ |A|4.
In this case &v1&2(1&($4))|A|.
Denote the projection of v1 on M! by v1, ! . M! M! . Hence, there
exists a nsupp(C) ordered tuple ! such that
&v1, !&2
&v1 &2
(n)nsupp(C)

(1&($4))|A|
(n)nsupp(C)
. (1)
Here (n)nsupp(C)=n } (n&1) } (n&2) } } } (n&nsupp(C)+1) is the number
of nsupp(C) ordered tuples, which is the number of the M! representa-
tions.
On the other hand, v1 is defined as the projection of vA on M. So,
&v1, !&2 equals to the sum of the square norms of the projections of vA on
an orthogonal basis of M! . The set of vectors [un, !, & | & is a nsupp(C)
ordered tuple] forms such an orthogonal basis. The norm of the projection
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of vA on un, !, & equals to the scalar product of vA and un, !, & divided by
&un, !, &&. We conclude
&v1, !&2=:
& \
|A & Sn, !, & |
|Sn, !, & | 12 +
2
=:
& \
|A & Sn, !, & |
|Sn, !, & | +
2
|Sn, !, & |
=:
&
n! :2!, &
2(n)nsupp(C)
(2)
where :!, &=|A & Sn, !, & ||Sn, !, & | and the sum runs over all nsupp(C)
ordered tuples &.
Let ; be max& [:!, &]. Combining (1) and (2) we obtain
(1&($4))|A|
(n)nsupp(C)
:
&
n! :2!, &
2(n)nsupp(C )

n! ;2
2
. (3)
If supp(C)- 3n then for each nsupp(C) ordered tuple ‘, there exists
a permutation _ # C such that _&=‘. Obviously, the order of the inter-
sections of sets of permutations is invariant under multiplication. So, for
every & and ‘
:!, &=
|A & Sn, !, & |
|Sn, !, & |
=
|_A & _Sn, !, & |
|_Sn, !, & |

|N(A) & Sn, !, ‘ |
|Sn, !, ‘ |
.
In particular,
;=max
&
[:!, &]min
‘
|N(A) & Sn, !, ‘ |
|Sn, !, ‘ |
.
But ‘ Sn, !, ‘=An and if ‘1 {‘2 then Sn, !, ‘1 & Sn, !, ‘2=<. Hence
;min
‘
|N(A) & Sn, !, ‘ |
|Sn, !, ‘ |

|N(A)|
|An |
=
2 |N(A)|
n!
. (4)
Combining (3) and (4) we obtain
n!
2 |A|
(1&($4))
(n)nsupp(C)

(n! ;)2
4 |A| 2
\ |N(A)||A| +
2
.
Hence, |N(A)|- (1&$4)(1&$) |A| provided that |A|((1&$)2)
(n&(nsupp(C)))!. K
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6. CAYLEY GRAPHS OF Sn WITH RESPECT TO CYCLES
We prove an analogue of Theorem 2 for the case of conjugacy classes of
cycles in Sn .
The following is an analogue of Proposition 5.2.
Proposition 6.1. Let Cf (n) be the conjugacy class of all cycles of length
f (n) in Sn . There exist 0<d such that if - n< f (n) then for n5
max[r*(Cf (n)) | S* is not a composition factor of M (n&n f (n), 1, ..., 1)]<e&d.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 5.2. The only
difference is in case that *$1n&nf (n) and f (n) is even. But f (n)>- n.
So, *$1>n&f (n). This implies that there is only one rim hook of length
f (n), which is in the first column. The leg length of this rim hook is odd.
According to Murnaghan Nakayama rule r*(Cf (n))=&1. For the defini-
tion of the term rim-hook and for the MurnaghanNakayama rule see
[JK, p. 5556 and Theorem 2.4.7]. K
Imitating the proof of Theorem 2 where Proposition 6.1 plays the role of
Proposition 5.2 we obtain
Theorem 6.2. For every $>0, n5 and f (n)>- 2n the following holds.
There exists c($)>0 such that for every subset of vertices A in the Cayley
graph X((Cf (n)), Cf (n)) of order at most (1&$)(n&(nf (n)))!
|N(A)|(1+c($))|A|.
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